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Market Overview

ROANOKE OFFICE

The Roanoke office market is stable despite two large office
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former Norfolk and Southern buildings in the CBD are still

Roanoke Unemployment
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available for purchase after one year on the market. Additionally,

U.S. Unemployment
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the former Allstate Building in Southwest County is being

Business District (CBD) and Southwest County markets. The

marketed for lease for the first time since its construction.
Steady leasing activity within Class B properties, less than
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included new offices for financial, construction, and engineering
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maintain vacancy at a reasonable level. Leasing activity has
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Economy and Market Overview
Roanoke’s unemployment rate remains strong at 3.7%. This rate
improved over one year ago declining by 80 basis points and is
below the most recent low of 3.8% set in December 2015. The
region continues to attract new investment, primarily in the
industrial sector. Professional services, which drives office use,
has not grown as dramatically.
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Outlook
The Roanoke office market will not experience any dramatic
change in the occupancy level throughout the second half of the
year. Currently, area brokers are busy touring office properties with
several businesses planning to expand. The Commonwealth of
Virginia has also been searching for properties to occupy. It is
expected that proposals will turn into relocation and expansion
announcements as the fall approaches.
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